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ABSTRACT

This study aims to analyze the relationship between gender, self-esteem, the communication parents/teenagers and the behaviours at risk of pregnancies early in environment school. She carries on a sample of six hundred four (604) teenage girls and we selected three one hundred and five eight (358) students- adolescent girls from the sixth to the final year in the municipality of Yopougon whose age varies from 10 to 19 years. Thus, we used as a sampling technique the proportional allocation of quotas. The sample is submitted to a questionnaire the results of which are analyzed using the method statistical who does not require than the quantification from data collected. The method qualitative at summer too used through content analysis more specifically indexing. Thus, the results of our investigation according to the chi of them of person calculated, we at permit of to confirm than gender has a significant effect on early pregnancy risk behaviors at the house of the teenage girls. Too, the variables intermediaries who are associated at the gender variable out of seven (7) three variables were confirmed, namely the context of the action, the goal of the action and the history of the action. Thereby, she come complete reflections on the links between gender, self-esteem, communication parents/teenagers and the behaviours at risk of pregnancies early in environment school.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The subject of "behaviours at risk of early pregnancy" is topical. Several researchers to are interested at the problem from behaviour sexual at risk of which moon from consequences East the pregnancy early. Seen that it's a concern today for the families same for the state, so, he East so important to eradicate Where to lessen at through from studies scientists this phenomenon who take of the extent among the teenage girls.

In effect adolescence, built on the basics organic, psychological and social to its own evolution with two main objectives: build a personality and get out of it as soon as possible possible to succeed age adult. Thus, in the absence of build, the adolescent adopts certain risky behaviors that upset his life. By behaviours at risk we hears those who « expose the individual at a probability not negligible of get hurt or die, of injure his personal future Where of to put her health in peril [1]. Let's add at that than those behaviours can to have from consequences negative for the individual him- same, corn too for those who surround it [2].

In the worry to ensure a to come up promising to youth girls, the power Ivorian has made every effort to prevent teenage pregnancies in schools; it is therefore in this senses than the Ministry of education National of the Rating ivory at decided to start a fight against this phenomenon with the slogan "zero pregnancy" at school from the years 2013-2015 until now. Indeed, given the awareness raised in the goal of brake this scourge, we notice than this phenomenon East again persistent and especially very early in primary and secondary schools. Thus, for support our statements, the DPSS recorded 4471 cases of early pregnancy in the sixth at the terminal for the year academic 2016-2017. Too, the DRENET-FP at recorded 10 cases of pregnancy in less than two (2) months of the start of the 2018 school year- 2019 at Agboville.

In order to understand the risk behavior of early pregnancies that gangrene teenage girls we will refer to theories that explain the kind, esteem of self and the communication parents/adolescents. The theory from planned behavior of Ajzen and Madden [3] for the gender variable shows that all actions of the man are predicted by the intentions. Thus, adopting from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early at the house of the teenage girls is not than the result from pressures psychosocial suffered of the go of their partners. However, between the intention to act and the action some variables intermediaries prevent good intentions from coming to fruition. Regarding self-esteem we will linger on the theory interpersonal. Thereby, [4] (Mead, 1934) show that this theory contains the social interactions for a construction social, the degree according to which a person East accepted Where rejected. Thereby, in adoption of behaviours at risk of pregnancies early, evaluation of adolescent self-esteem is shaped by social interactions, also by the group social to which she belongs. Yes so the teenager incorporates a opinion negative she would manifest a weak valued of self. In a relationship in love, she will find it difficult to say no to sex and agree to sex no protected because love, love from others him missing. By vs if that incorporated opinion is positive, it would develop a strong self-esteem, which valued of self will be able help him at to say no at a relationship sexual and sale of refuse unprotected sex. As for the theory of communication, we refer at the approach systemic developed by Watzlawick, Beavin and al., [5] who stipulates than the communication at from effects on the behviour of the individual is what is authors call the pragmatics of communication. Thereby, according to those authors “all behaviour East communication, and all communication affected the behviour. » In that approach, the concepts primordial are: feedback or feedback between the sender and the receiver, the redundancy Where the constraint that is to say the socket in account from effects of behaviours and the context in which to find the interlocutors. He there at also the metacommunication which consists in remaining within the framework of the subject. In adoption of behaviours at risk of pregnancies early, the communication parents/teenagers take in account various factors. Thereby when a information is transmitted, it is important to know if it is understood and if in the practice that information East socket in consideration. In effect, for there to arrive the parents have to take in account the relationship who exist Between them and their teenagers than being mere transmitters of messages. So the reciprocity in the communication between the parents/teenagers generates homeostasis, at fault, she would engender a effect negative this who would drive the teenager at resist to parents. Besides, if the teenager suffers from repeatedly the pressure of the go of his parents, she will have tendency at to rebel where at to TP submit of way sneaky which would lead her to risk taking early
pregnancies. On the other hand, if the influences are reciprocal and well managed, the adolescent will take more precautions in view to avoid the behaviours at risks of pregnancies.

Too, despite the availability from means contraceptives and the diffusion of information about contraception, many adolescent girls find themselves pregnant. Faced with this picture, we were led to ask ourselves about the reasons deep of that reality. In a word, the occurrence of one pregnancy at adolescence goes to be influenced by a multitude of factors of natures different.

Indeed, Jewell et al. [6] observe the impact of socio-economic status on behaviours of contraception. They observe between others than the teenage girls from more disadvantaged backgrounds were less likely to use contraception emergency.

According to Sundby and there [7], use Where no of contraception seems to depend of the communication between the partners. The timidity and the difficulties at to discuss of sensitive topics such as sexuality or contraception are factors that can influence contraceptive failure. Nativel and Daguerre [8] also put in before than the perception what to a society of the sexuality teenage girl goes influence efficiency of her Politics of prevention.

In most sub-Saharan African countries, it is the inequalities between men and the women who determine considerably the behaviours among young women [9]. Thus, many studies in this meaning have been made in several fields such as medicine, sociology, psychology. However, little of researchers in psychology of education have point from finger those aspects to which we want to we to interest.

Too, the studies regarding influence of esteem of self are rather contradictory. In a study of perceived hopelessness among 149 adolescent girls, Connelly (1998) observed than the pregnancy at adolescence is not bound at a lack of hope. On the other hand, Freeman and Rickels [10] show that teenage girls who have never been pregnant have higher levels higher self-esteem than teenage girls who have ever been pregnant or have aborted. Due to methodological complexities, the results of research on the communication between parents and children about sexuality and the risk of pregnancy at adolescence are very contradictory [11]. Fertility and originality of this study is therefore at this level. Also study it from a systemic perspective we seems necessary.

The recurrence of this phenomenon call at a research from various causes in order to to bring from solutions suitable.

We therefore take for an age group between 10-19 years in the system teaching secondary for our study.

From considerations previous we allow of we to pose the question next : the variables than are the kind, esteem of self and the communication parents-children born are they not responsible from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early in environment school ?.

The objective of this research is to examine the different factors that determine the risk behaviors of early pregnancies in the school environment. The goal specific consists at to show first of all influence from kind on the behaviours at risk of pregnancies early. Next to show the effect of esteem of oneself on the behaviors at risk of early pregnancies. And finally to show the influence of parent-child communication on behaviors at risk of pregnancies early in environment school. Of this objective follows three hypotheses fundamental:

H1: The youth girls who undergo a pressure psychosocial are more inclined at risk of early pregnancies than their congeners who do not suffer not.

H2: Teenage girls with negative self-esteem take more risks early pregnancies than their counterparts with positive self-esteem.

H3: Teenage girls who talk more about sex with their parents take less risk to early pregnancies than their counterparts who talk about it less with their parents.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Description from Variables

The independent variables are qualitative in nature. The first variable is the gender variable. This is dichotomous (yes/no), of modalities (total influence, partial, non-existent). The variables intermediaries who there are associated are to number of seven (7) at to know the context of the action, the negotiation, the goal of the action, the strength of affectivity, the strength of the habit, the background of the action and the
circumstances of the action all of nature qualitative dichotomous (Yes No), of modalities (total, partial, non-existent influence). The second variable is the esteem of self. This one evaluates itself on a ladder of four (4) points (all at made OK, agree, disagree, strongly disagree) and modalities (strong self-esteem, average, weak). At last the third variable East the communication parents/adolescents. This one East of nature qualitative dichotomous (Yes No) and of terms (communication parent/teenager strong, average, weak). The variable dependent of nature qualitative East represented by the use or no contraceptives. Indeed, the non-use of contraceptives is adoption from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early (not of pill before or after or no condom during sex). On the other hand, the use from means contraceptives it's the adoption of behaviours preventive (use of the pill before or after or the use of a condom during sexual intercourse).

2.2 Attendees

The present study carries on a effective of 604 teenage girls of which 358 have summer retained (those who have had sexual intercourse). Thus, these adolescent students of the class of sixth to terminal whose age varies from 10 to 19 years attend in the common of Yopougon.

2.3 Method Investigation

The respondents were submitted to a questionnaire in the high schools and colleges of the municipality of Yopougon. Thus, they have been encountered in classrooms. the survey completed understand six parts: the first part carries on identification (age, level of education, etc.). The second part aims to determine the intentions from teenage girls vis à vis from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early with four items on a ladder of 1 at 4 (1=all at made OK, 2=ok, 3=not OK, 4=not from all OK). The third part carries on the kind and the variables intermediaries. Thereby the variable kind at four items of which the answers are dichotomous (Yes No). The variables intermediaries as to at they present each of them indicators of which the answers are dichotomous (Yes No). The variables intermediaries as to at they present each of them indicators of which the answers are dichotomous (Yes No). The fourth part carries on esteem of self with eight items on a ladder of 1 at 4 (1=all at made OK..., 4= not from all OK) of Rosenberg (1965). The fifth concerns communication between parents and adolescents of 12 items of which the answers are dichotomous (Yes No). At last, the sixth part carries on behaviors at risk of early pregnancy in school with 18 items of which the answers are dichotomous (Yes No). However, we planes restrained use where the no use from means contraceptives who to abstract in whether or not to use the pill before or after or a condom during intercourse sexual.

2.4 Method Analysis from Data

Procedure of quoting from answers from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early. The respondent who uses the means contraceptives (pill before or after Where condom during sexual intercourse) is rated 1. On the other hand, the one that ignores all these contraceptives is rated 0. The rating intention responses and of self-esteem. Thus, for more precautions, we make sure above all to bring back all the items of the dimension under consideration have the same valence (either positive or negative). We had therefore converted all our items into positive valence (+) which given from grades following (not from all agree=1, not okay= 2, agree=3, all at made okay=4). He East obvious of note than the score of the dimension checked: not ≤ score-dimension ≤ 4n.

The scoring of answers of the gender variable, intermediate variables as well that the parent/adolescent communication variable is that the items making up the dimension of interests are dichotomous (yes=1, no=0) for positive valence (+). Thereby, the score of the dimension checked : 0 ≤ score-dimension ≤ not 3.

3. PRESENTATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

3.1 The Intention and the Behaviours Sexual at Risk of Pregnancies Early

The test statistical of chi-square confirmed the connection Between the intention and the behaviour sexual at risk of pregnancy early (p-value<5%). the degree of intent affecting so the behaviour sexual from students girls.

One degree high intention implied a decrease from rate of girls adopting from behaviours sexual at risk of pregnancies early. In effect, to breast from group from girls having a weak intention, 85% of between they adopt from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early. This rate adoption of behaviour sexual at risk drops by about 25 points to 58.6% in the group of girls with a strong intention. The intention affecting the
behaviour sexual at risk of early pregnancy. The better the intentions to use the condom, the less the young girl adopted from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early.

3.2 The Kind and the Behaviours at Risk of Pregnancies Early

The test statistical of independence of chi-square reveals existence of one connection between the gender variable and sexual behavior at risk of early pregnancy in breasts of young female students in the municipality of Yopougon (p-value<5%). The genus has so a affecting on the behaviour sexual at risk.

More the pressure psychosocial East total, the girls adopt from behaviours sexual at risk of pregnancies early. Thereby, passing from group of girls not having suffered any pressure psychological to group of girls having suffered a strong pressure psychological, the proportion from girls having adopted from behaviours sexual at risk of pregnancies early at increase of 37.5 points of percentage. The kind affecting the behaviour sexual at risk of pregnancy early. More the pressure psychosocial exercised on the young girl East big, more she East inclined at adopt a behaviour sexual at risk of pregnancy early. Our hypothesis #1 East so confirmed.

3.3 Link between the Intention to Act and the Variables Intermediaries

We have seen above that the intention to act determines the action. According to theory of the action reasoned from Ajzen and Fishbein [12], the intention allow off to predict the action. However, it is clear that 58.6% of girls who had strong intentions of to protect yourself born unfortunately did not. We seek to know here if there exist between the intention to act and the action of the intermediate variables which had to to modify their intention Where at escape this one in her implementation.

Indeed, to reach our end we will proceed as follows: each variable intermediate will have for modality influence total and influence partial. Yes both full influence and partial influence are confirmed then the effect will be considered "effect total", by vs if moon from influences (total Where partial) East confirmed so the effect will be considered "effect limit" and finally if any form of them is not confirmed so "not of effect".

3.4 Intention to Act and Context of the Action

We look for at to know if the context of the action would have justified why some girls who had good intentions of protecting themselves unfortunately did not made. The test of chi-square reveals than influence partial from context of the action East bound at the intention to act.

3.5 Intention to Act and the Goal of the Action

We look for at to know if the goal of the action would have justified Why some girls who had of good intentions of to protect born have it Unfortunately not made. The test of chi-square reveals than influence total from goal of the action at a effect on the intention to act, at a threshold of 10%.

3.6 Intention to Act and the Background of the Action

We look for at to know if the background of the action would have justified Why some girls who had of good intentions of to protect born have it Unfortunately not made.

Table 1. Distribution from student’s girls according to the variables intention and behaviour sexual at risk of pregnancies early

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value=0.033

Source: Author
Table 2. Distribution from students girls according to the variables kind and the behaviour sexual at risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure psychosocial</th>
<th>Behaviour at risk of pregnancies early</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-existent</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value = 0.001

Source: Author

Table 3. Distribution of female students according to the partial influence of the context of the action and of the intention to act

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affecting partial</th>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>Low/medium intention to act</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value = 0.001

Source: Author the context of the action at a effect limit on the intention to act, to threshold of 1%

Table 4. Distribution of female students according to the total influence of the goal of the action and the intention to act

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affecting total</th>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>Low/medium intention to act</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value = 0.092

Source: Author the goal of the action at a effect limit on the intention to act, to threshold of 10%

Table 5. Distribution of female students according to the partial influence of the antecedents of the action and of intention to act

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affecting partial</th>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>Low/medium intention to act</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value = 0.018

Source: Author

The background of the action have a effect limit on the intention to act, to threshold of 5%. In effect, between intention to act and the action on the September 7) intermediate variables it’s only three who have a effect limit. Otherwise said, this are the three who are confirmed among the
seven variables intermediaries. Thereby, we can to say that exist between the intention to act and the action from variables such as the context action, the goal of the action and the background of the action driving at the implementation from behviour at risk of pregnancies early.

3.6.1 Esteem of self and the behaviours sexual at risk of pregnancies early among female students

We note here that the link between self-esteem and risky sexual behavior of early pregnancies among female students in Yopougon is not significant, on the one hand point of view statistical. In effect, the p-value exceeds the threshold of significance of 5%.

Indeed, the proportion of girls with risky sexual behavior fluctuates around 60%, regardless of the category of degree of communication considered (weak, average, strong). This level proves all of same relatively raised.

Parent/child communication has no effect on risky behaviors of pregnancy early. that the communication between the parents and the girls that is weak, average Where strong, he there at a majority of girls (of them third about) who adopt from behaviors sexual at risk.

4. DISCUSSION

In effect, we planes led our study in view to examine the effect from kind, of self-esteem, parent/child communication on behavior at risk of early pregnancies in school. As for the gender variable, we had associated seven (7) variables intermediaries of which we planes measure their effects between the intention to act and the action. Too, in more from condoms we planes put focus on the pills. Thus, before sexual intercourse only 28% of adolescent girls have used from pills and 39% in have used after the reports sexual.

4.1 The Kind and the Behaviours at Risk of Pregnancies Early

After exam, our results show than influence from kind on the behavior at risk of early pregnancies is confirmed. Thus, teenage girls who experience more pressure from their partners adopt more of behaviours at risk of pregnancies early than their congeners who don't suffer not Where who in undergo partially. Otherwise said, it's the partner who decided the way of which must to unroll the reports sexual Between him and her partner, the partner so decided more for from reports sexual no protected than safer sex. Also, since the teenager lacks autonomy financial, well-being must always wait for his partner to come and answer its needs. The partner having become aware of this weakness of the teenager therefore uses money as well as gifts (branded cell phones, good notes etc.) as bait to have unprotected sex with her. the cultural character not being uprooted to make way for the emancipation of women in the reports sexual this one suffered always humiliation of the go of his partner who decides as he wants, when he wants. Moreover, since the teenager has ashamed of getting a condom the partner uses it to suggest sex protect. The partner therefore camouflage his true intentions to achieve his ends. The man East so active in the relationships sexual and the women as to at she East passive. Our results are supported by some authors. Rwenge [9], showed than young girls do not use condoms to protect themselves because of their passivity during the sexual act and economic conditions make them have sex with older men. Akoto et al [13] showed that the young boys tend to protect themselves by using condoms more or less than girls, in order not to be treated as prostitutes, are often ashamed to demand his use to their partners. Hence the difference in perception between boys and girls; these have an active sexual behavior while those have a behavior sexual passive. Speaking of the decision to use the condom during the reports sex according to Opely [14], if one student in five
Table 6. Distribution of female students according to self-esteem and risky sexual behavior
pregnancies early

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self esteem</th>
<th>Behviour at risk of pregnancies early</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value = 0.240

Source: Author

Table 7. Distribution of female students according to the degree of parent/child
communication and behviour sexual at risk of pregnancies early

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication parent/child</th>
<th>Behviour at risk of pregnancies early</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value = 0.361

Source: Author

has already had sex, the majority of adolescent
students who have ever used a condom during
sex we did of their own free will (it was not a
decision of the partner). Corn as to at the
minority the decision came from Where of the
partner.

4.2 The Variables Intermediaries Acting
between the Intention to Act and the
Action

Regarding our results on the seven (7)
intermediate variables between intention to act
and action only three (3) have been confirmed
with limited effects. We have the context of the
action, the goal of the action and the antecedent
of the action.

4.2.1 The context of the action

Despite the good intentions of some teenage
girls of to protect vs the pregnancies early, he
competence than when he there at of the joy, the
peace Between the teenager and his partner,
she adopted more of risk of pregnancies early.
Otherwise said, the teenager’s trust in her
partner makes her give in to sex sexual no
protected driving to pre

For comfort our results Noumbissia [15],
speaking of change of face sexual behavior to
HIV/AIDS, it comes out than at the house of
teenagers-students of the final classes of
Yaoundé (Cameroon), the context of the action
had an effect on the good intentions to use the
condom during the act sexual. For to say
between intention to act and the action the
context of action lea

4.2.2 The goal of the action

Some teenage girls have had from intentions
favorable to use from means contraceptives to
protect against early pregnancy. However, the
goal of action got the better of them. So when
teen girls looking for more of pleasure or are
looking for more love they end up giving in easily
to temptation to have unprotected sex. As for the
second redemption that is the pill this one is very
neglected by teenagers which would ther
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Unfortunately n / A had any effect on the good
intentions to use the condom during the act
sexual at the house of the teenagers-students
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had an effect on the good intentions to use the
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4.2.2 The goal of the action

Some teenage girls have had from intentions
favorable to use from means contraceptives to
protect against early pregnancy. However, the
goal of action got the better of them. So when
teen girls looking for more of pleasure or are
looking for more love they end up giving in easily
to temptation to have unprotected sex. As for the
second redemption that is the pill this one is very
neglected by teenagers which would therefore be
the cause of pregnancies early. Noumbissia
(op.cit) at also studied the goal of the action who
Unfortunately n / A had any effect on the good
intentions to use the condom during the act
sexual at the house of the teenagers-students
one's best, which usually has little or no of effect [16]. Specific performance goals serve to arouse motivation in people who lack it and foster attitudes positive towards the activities [17].

4.2.3 The antecedent action

The fact that intention is predictive according to the theory reasoned action from Ajzen and Fishbein [12], the good intentions of adolescent girls to protect themselves against the pregnancies early should to be effective. However, strength East of to certify that among them some adolescent girls have adopted behaviors at risk of pregnancies early. Thereby, the antecedent of the action reveals than the teenage girls who have had negative experiences or unsatisfactory experiences in their relationships sexual past to are exposed at from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early. The teenage girls who have failed in the Harbor from condom (condom perforated during the act sexual) refuse of in use the times next. Also, despite the pill being the second way to escape early pregnancy according to our data statistics East very neglected by the teenage girls. According to Noumbissia (op.cit), the background of the action have had effects on the good intentions from teenage students from classes of terminal of Yaounde of to protect against HIV/AIDS. In other words, the antecedents of the action confirm than the experiences past from teenage girls vis à vis from condom (condom pierced or dissatisfaction with the condom) have changed their behavior sexual future (to have from reports sexual no protected).

4.3 Esteem of Self and the Behaviours at Risk of Pregnancies Early

Indeed, our hypothesis is not confirmed. However, with self-esteem, it shows that some teenage girls with low self-esteem are afraid of losing their partner this who the grow. Besides at adopt from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early. In this senses, they are looking for love from partner. Paradoxically, those with high self-esteem similarly adopt behaviors at risk of early pregnancy than their counterparts whose esteem self is low or even average. In other words, despite the high self-esteem of some teenage girls these adopt from behaviours at risk of pregnancies precocious because it is more a reason for autonomy sought, to prove one's love, of satisfaction of needs Where of research of pleasure etc In a word the adolescent girl with positive self-esteem exhibits blind confidence that him made to believe what knows all Where what can all. Otherwise said, that trust in self is exaggerated where the adolescent believes herself to be invulnerable. The self-confidence that could be a base for self-esteem has become a stumbling block for same the teenager of one valued of self positive. She (the teenager) grants itself maturity without knowing that it is heaped up with ignorance, so it takes risks without fear or without measuring the consequences. Here the teenager values her ego by adopting behaviors at risk of early pregnancy. The studies regarding influence of esteem of self are rather contradictory. Paradoxically at our expectations, our results obtained are comforted by those of Knob and there (2015), who have by elsewhere show than esteem of self bodily global at a affecting on commitment in the sexuality. A valued of self bodily high associates at more commitment sexual and intentionality to enter in the sexuality. Among the areas of esteem of self bodily the dimensions relevant from body " physical " and the "social" body play a major role. On the other hand, according to Youssouf [18], the teenage girls who have a weak valued of self are more inclined at the maternity early than their congener who have a strong valued of self.

4.4 Parent/Child Communication and Pregnancy Risk Behaviors Early

In effect as to at the communication parents/teenagers, we let's see than some that is the level of communication Between the parents and their teenage girls these adopt from behaviors to risk of pregnancies early. However, the fact that adolescents adopt more risky behaviors of pregnancy early despite the strong communication that we plot. Thereby, our results show that the lack of follow-up or the non-in-depth communication of the parents vis-à-vis their adolescent girls is the root cause of these risky behaviors. Some teenage girls show than their parents are too direct when it's about of to speak sexuality. Thereby, when they are about to speak of sexuality with their adolescent girls, they do not take into account the communication of adolescent girls with suitors, peers, the media (romance movies, pornographic films) etc For buttress our about, our data statistics show than on hundred (100) teenage girls only twelve (12) teenage girls discuss of their adventures in love with their parents; nineteen (19) out of one hundred (100) exchange with their parents about bad company, pornographic movies and sixteen (16) out of one hundred (100) say that their parents are their sexual confidants. The fact that
there is communication between parents/teenagers and that the latter adopt risky behaviors this also implies that adolescent girls manifest resistance or deviousness towards their parents. Let's go back a bit to the bad companies who say that we born lap not the pecto (candy) with his packaging or that we don't eat sweet banana with his skin. In other words, we feels more the pleasure during the reports sexual when we made fi from condom Where it's more natural and romantic. The reaction from parents made than many teenage girls are afraid to confide in them. Some parents judge their teenage girls of "child", so, the sexuality just stay a topic taboo for they. For various parents to teach the means contraceptives at their teenage girls would to encourage these to wanderings sexual. The teenage girls are more educated outside only in family on the sexuality. Now this external education (of peers and the media) calling into question that of the parents leads adolescents to behaviours at risk of pregnancies early. Today with the Internet the adolescent girls are exposed a lot because what is taboo or sacred for parents East unpacked to seen and to known from teenage girls. The teenager who to feels threatened or who feels more contradiction in what she hears or in what she sees manifesto more the curiosity of discover the taboo Where the sacred.

Parent/child communication about sexuality is seen as desirable and she East perceived by many of authors like a Medium effective for to encourage the teenage girls at a behaviour sexual responsible [19]. Davies et al [20] observed a correlation between a desire for pregnancies among African-American teenage girls and perceived lower support family. The study by Corcoran et al [21] suggests that a family's inability to engaging in direct and honest communication could be a factor in risk of pregnancies and maternity early.

After to have discussed the results of our study, we can to say than this one drawn his originality in his character systemic so than the information news revealed by it. However, we find it necessary to show the limits of that study. Thereby, when we take the methodology who we at permit of produce our results, he competence than the opinion from partner on this topic sensitive n / A not summer taken in account in our survey. Gold, strength East of find that sexual intercourse takes place between two individuals. Also, study the adolescent's sexual self-esteem often upsets the expectations of the

searcher by that he there at same from studies who are contradictory at this level. However, the raison fundamental East in report direct with the communication parents/adolescents. Thereby, the make that the parent/adolescent communication n / A not been confirmed and that self-esteem no longer in our study that reveals a communication no thorough Where a lack of monitoring from parents. The teenage girls so delivered at themselves adopt more of behaviours at risk early pregnancies. The limit at this level is that with our questionnaire we don't have not put focus on the style parental. Too, our survey and our interviews did not take into account parents' opinions on risky behavior of pregnancies early of their teenage girls. Of more, we don't have not could take in account the type parental in our survey.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Ultimately, we conducted this study to examine the influence of variable kind, of esteem of self and of the communication parents/teenagers on behavior at risk of early pregnancy in school. Thereby, it comes out of our study that the results have not all been confirmed, however new information seemed to us judicious in the achievement of our objectives. First, our results to level of the variable kind East confirmed. Too, regarding the intermediate variables associated with it out of seven (7), three (3) were confirmed. In effect, Between the intention to act and the action those variables intermediaries are the context of the action, the goal of the action and the background of the action. Secondly, the self-esteem variable is not confirmed, nevertheless it appears that the quest for autonomy, the research of love, the research from pleasure, influence from partner, the lack of monitoring from parents bring the teenage girls at adopt from behaviours at risk of pregnancies early some that is their valued of self (weak, average, strong).

Thirdly, the variable communication parents/teenagers is not not confirmed. Paradoxically to our expectations, it is clear that whatever the level of communication parents/teenagers (weak, average, strong), the adolescent girls adopt behaviors risk of early pregnancy. In effect, the deep reason is the lack of monitoring Where of non-in-depth communication. This is Besides, this lack of monitoring Where of communication no thorough who affected esteem of self of the teenager in the adoption of behaviors to risk early
pregnancies. In other words, the lack of follow-up by parents favors or amplifies the power of men over adolescent girls with regard to behaviors risk of pregnancies early.

To avoid behaviors at risk of early pregnancies in the school environment emancipation of the women must to be taught since the class of CM2 until secondary. However, he should to hold onto than that emancipation born hand over not in cause the place of the woman with her husband or even the distribution of certain tasks Between the man and the women. Too, for to avoid the pregnancies early the adolescent girls must apply their good intentions to protect themselves to the letter to know the intentions favorable towards use from means contraceptives Where better abstain until marriage. Parents have a heavy responsibility to better follow their teenage girls anywhere and at any time in order to guarantee them a future better.

However, despite the fact that we have carried out a systemic or even global study, we didn’t have not could to reach the totality of our Goals. However, the socket in account of our results would be beneficial for improving the behaviors adopted by the teenage girls in their adventures sexual. Seen the limits of our works, we find it necessary to consider whether comprehensive education on sexuality, that is, Couldn’t say no taboo subject lead teenage girls to be more responsible.
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